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Will Commence Pulitzer Prize Play
Professor Willard Favors Smith
Maine Makes Yale Work for Victory; M.F.Annual
Drive Monday
Selected by Masque
For President; Ellis Undecided
Connecticut Aggies Here Saturday
Tryouts for Eleven Parts
Budget Committee Asks For
Dean Hart, Dr. Ashworth, and Dean Chase To Vote
ihhott. Coltart, and Buzzell Upset Yale Defense With
11111 Be Held This
$15110 from Student
Strong Passing Game anti Carry Ball
Into Winner's "territory

Body

Week

Fraternities To Compete

To Be Christmas Pla)

Beginning next Monday. October 15th,
the Maine Christian Association will conithout the set- ices of Lynne Abbott. duct its annual drive for running expenses.
Ken Young and Bill Daley the badly bat- The Budget Committee reports an aptered Maine Bears on Alumni Field Sat- proximate budget of $1.500. This means
urday will meet the powerful Connecticut the entire student body will be canvassed;
Aggie team. which defeated Wesleyan 33 all will he asked to give a fair amount in
to (1. As Wesleyan took over Bates sub- return for the year's work.
A large thermometer. showing the re stantially, and Bates has a formidable
crew this year. it seems as though this I turns of the drive each day, is to be placed
game should he a great struggle especially' in a conspicu,ms position on the campus.
since Maine nosed out the Aggies 14 to Each fraternity house will have its leader
during the week, and the final standing of
13 last year.
Lymie Abbott is probably the greate-t the houses will be published later in the
:oss to the team as he was doing the kick Campus. This measure should stimulate
ing and passing for the outfit besides run- the pledging and provide some friendly
ning the team and running the ball with inter-fraternity competition.
The budget as drawn up includes all
equal skill. He is expected to be in condition again in three weeks—just in time running expenses, such as: speakers, sofor the state series. Lymie pulled the cials, the reading room. deputation teams,
tendons in tine of his legs at Yak but conference expenses, freshman service.
1"oiltinii,-(1 on Page Four)
with proper treatment it should be healed

Several Injured Men Out of Saturday's Game

!he stubborn opposition iii Maine held
de to four touchdowns in the Yale bowl
,-t Saturday. before a crowd of 22.000
pie. Several times Maine was in the
.!e territors only to lose the ball on
.,%ns. In the second period. Maine was
the Yale eight yard line but lacked the
!•,ch to push the ball across the line.
1 ale scored two touchdowns in the first
riot'. Garvey carrying the ball both
tie was undoubtedly the outstand,..t star of the game.
Maine. however, had a baffling forward
attack which had Yale puzzled for
Lymie Abbott threw the passes
• at gained much ground.
Vale used 36 players while Maine used
men. Yale made 16 first downs to 11
,r Maine which indicates the fight Maine
.11 up. Yale gained 275 yards to 164 for
Maine. Loud of Yale made the longest enough to allow him to get into action
- titt of the gatne with 65 yards and Jack
\loran of Maine made the next longest
nin of 30 yards, which took the Yale line

in

MAINE VARSITY FOOTBALL SQUAD

by. surprise.
The following excerpts from the New
lerald Tribune may be of interest
readers.
•
•,,
,!-antered a stubborn and wellMaine team by the score of 27 to
.) here this afternoon by playing good.
.uml. conservative football. Yale had
-.Iings its own way most of the way but
.ol .t hard task assigned to it in one peri-d. the second, when the visiting team !
..trried the ball to Yale's ten-yard line in
•',‘• only crisis the Elis faced during the
Yale weathered this storm, which
• nsisted almost entirely of forward pass, -. and after that the Maine team was out
Ii t the second period a passing et anhana• at of Abbott. Cohan and Buzzell upset
He Vale defense considerably and made a
re:.1 threat at the Yale goal line. Abbott
throwing passes with unusual accur, and the backs were excelent tin the re
it Mg end. This passing attack hsik the
to Vale's 10-yard line and was stopped
• :y when a penalty of five yards ior off
It'... incomplete(' passes and a ixtitait
r the second of these gave Yale the ball.
lite statistics show that Yale outplayed
h,sers in three of the periods but was
,1 trouble in the second. when Maine was
••ip,rior. Yale made 16 first downs to
iii.. 11, hut Maine had an advantage
3 to 4 in the second quarter. Maine
shi twed to advantage in the aerial
me. gi • g 104 yards through the air
• Vale's 39. All but one of' Maine's first
•.% its came on penalties or on passes.
1.,le completed four passes. missed on
Maine
' t CO and had ,aw intercepted.
mpleted nine, and had two intercepted
:! of to enty tries.

For Republican Candidate On Grounds That
Ile ll'ould Make' Better Executive

The Maine Masque has selected for its
Christmas play "Craig's Wife." by George
Kelly. This play won the Pulitzer prize
for 1926. In its selection the Masqm
has followed its policy of presenting to
the student body some of the best modern
productiiins.
"Craig's Wife" is a study of contempi
ary character. It is a portrait of a woman
of tremendous power, who through selfishness succeeds in driving out of her home
her husband, his friends and her relatives.
It is a tense biting satire on human team,
The try-outs for the play will be h.'.
Wednesday. Oct. 17th at 4:15 P.M. Res .7,
240 A & S. Thursday, Oct. 18th 4:15 P.M
Room 240 A & S and Friday, Oct.
at 1:45 A.M. A & S. Anyone who is (In
sirous of trying out for the play and ,
unable to be present at any of those (la?,
may have special meeting by conimunica•
(Continued oil

Se\ eral Refuse To NIake Statements
The Campus continues in this publication the inquiry of the presidential campaign sentiment of prominent university officials and students that was instituted in the last edition. The Campus invites faculty
members and students alike to send in their views that a wider scope
of opinion and interesting material relative to the campaign may be presented to the student body. The cooperation of those who are willing
to make a statement of their views is necessary to the ultimate success
of this undertaking.
111

First Olympic Night Will
Be Held Tuesday
On next Tuesday evening
the Track Club will hold an
Olympic reception and banquet for Rip Black '29 and
Carl Ring '25, the two Maine
men who made such a splendid showing at the Olympic
Games last summer. The
banquet will be held in the
Alumni Hall gymnasium at
6:30. Tickets will be $1.50
each, and the menu will consist of chicken and all the fixings.
Besides the two Maine athletes Frank Kanaly,"Art" Sager, former Bates javelin
champion and another Olympic star, and the coaches of
the other three Maine colleges
will be on hand. Over 600 students and alumni are expected
to attend. Invitations have
been sent to all Maine alumni
in this section and many have
Hready signified their • intentions of coming.
The Track Club hopes that
the student body will ta!te this
oppo:tunity to congratulate
the first Maine men to ever be
on an Olympic team by being
present at the affair, which
without doubt will be one of
the big gatherings of the year.

Willard Supports Smith
In answer to ,s our question I will say
.hat I expect and intend to vote for Gov.
Mired F. Smith for President of the
l'inted States on Nov. 6 next. I am influenced to do this for several reasons.
I believe that Gov. Smith is pre-eminently fitted both by character and train mg for this high office. His record as
inivernor of the State of New York for
eight years has proved hint to be an executive of the highest order. Granted that
Mn. Hoover is an excellent executive. 1
.1111 convinced that the tra'
g of Gov.
Smith is much superior to that of Mr.
Hoover as a preparation for the Presiilency. Furthermore. Mr. Smith has deminstrated that he is a great leader, and intelligent leadership is sadly needed in
Washington. lie is a type of the true
ogressise and has shown his ability to
force through beneficient
Respectfully yours.
Harley R. Willard
Ellis Undecided
I haye not yet been able to decide for
whom to cast my %tar it) Nttventber. As
a Democrat. I shall he contented with the
election' of either the party's choice or the
firial aillll iliistratior of President Wilson's
administratiim. confident that iti either
man we have a stronger candidate than
any other since 1916. If I vote for Secretary Hoover, it will be in spite of the
,
rt
4411IIII ill that
if Smith would
probably be the abler administrator and
ivinild help enormously in restoring LatinAmerican ciadidence in us, and because
Mr Hoover represents my social class
This is tt,.t the highest conceivable nu it
hid it is that, admitted or not, which will
p .
tefrm
esutes.the vote of most eastern college
determine

against Bates, Colby and Bowdon'.
Ken Young received injuries to hiback that will keep him out of the game :Minn Ill
If. N. Ellis
for the rest of the season. Ken will hay
to spend miist of the fall in a plaster cast
Hart and Chase G.O.P.
is most uncomfortable. to sa% the
Dean Hart of the University stated in
'Idle third Jimual conierence to summer
Alumni I hill was damaged by tire to the
A serious accident occurred at the waitleast. Ile was alternating at right halfextent of $10.000 shortly after 6 o'clock I Session Directors of Northern New Eng- ing room Saturday, when Filers McAuley part: -I have usually vi tel the Republican
back with Jack Moran. and was one of
. Saturday morning, as a result of spontan- I land is to be held on the University cam- '32 stemsl directly into the path of a mod - ticket. I am pleased with Mr. Hoover
•
. nit
tile tmusm .
VMS CI mibustitm in a Wittiliell waste barrel , pus on Friday afternoon and Saturday of or truck.
At the Eastern Maine General and believe he is a capable MAIL Ile is
Fuss from the team will be keenly felt.
this week. The conference was organized Hospital, where he was taken, he was the stroongest candidate I am glad to say
in the new stock room.
that Mn. Iliarver's policies as stated in his
Bill Daley got water on the knee at
The alarm was sent in lis• one of the in the fall of 1926 by the Director% of found to have sustained a broken leg and
public utterances hate pleased me more
Yale which ail! keep him out for at least
employees by ph.itie. Three fire trucks re- Summer Sessions of the Universities of severe lacerations of the body
than
have those of Mr. Smith or any
a week. Bill was working in at end after
Maine.
and
Hampshire.
New
Vermont,
Mcafter
just
place
took
accident
The
sponded. tN.• irt ni ()rttno and one fri urn
starting at alternate quarter. Moran has
had alighted from the trolley car. tither candidate."
• Webster. The campus employees had a Middlebury College, Vermont, and Bates
Ikran Chase says:
a had ankle but will undoubtedly be able
the conference According to the driver of the truck, Mcline of hose laid before the arrival of the College. The purpose of
will probably vote for Mr Ilisoer
"I
to start the game Saturday. The line did
and
matters
administrative
the
discuss
to
is
of
front
the
Auley walked around
fire department. The fire was soon under
not suffer ally severe injuries although
Meetings car. directly into the truck. which Was on the grounds that his experience has
control, the damage being confined chiefly problems of general interest.
there were some minor bruises which mav
are held at the different institutions in turn going about fifteen miles per hnur. The given him more training in tiation.11 alai
to smoke and water
slow the men up a little. Zakarian is nutsattend- mishap took place so maidenly that the internatinnal problems, although at t o
Nearly two hundred students responded some time during October, and are
I am tempted to vote for Mr. S
ing had legs. Davis a sore leg and some
other mem- driver had no chance to avert it.
such
and
Directors
the
by
ed
benight
hide
to
clothing
nigh
em
just
in
clad
cause I think he is an honest and able man.
of the others bruises, but all will be ready
as they
faculties
summer
their
of
hers
attire.
McAuley is pledged to S. A. E In all The
(file hundred students sat in the Chapel for the whistle against the Aggies.
feeling that exists in many minds
I see fit to invite.
probability, he will not be able to return that it
Much comment was heard in the abSaturday afterniN011 and saw Maine's
aortal(' be unsafe to elect a Cathseems to be the most logiCohan
at
Mike
held
1926,
in
conference.
first
jhe
.‘t
be
will
absence
to school this year. His
sence of the power house whistle, always
,antiful passing attack rip the l'ale line
olic- should be dispelled.get the call at quarter. Mike
to
man
cal
ElDirector
New Hampshire.
strongt%. felt by the freshman track tcam,
a tradition at every fire. The bell on Concord,
•mte after time. A few minutes after
Ashworth for Hoover
I knows the game as well as anyone and is
lis of the University of Maine was elected as he is a javelin hurler of no mean ability.
Wingate proved to be a pi- substitute.
•••ree o'clock the special Western Union
Or. Ashworth. Head of the Dep.irtment
entirely capable of calling the plays, so
• chairman for the ensuing year. The 1927
•re began ticking in the results. directly
of Economics and Sociology registers his
Saturday may see Mike naming the plav •
conference met at the University of
-.an the Yale Bowl. The large black .,ppros•al of Hoover in his utterance :
against Connecticut. Both a putit,
tit
used
conflerence
this
At
Hampshire.
!ant, the enthusiastic cheering. and the and a passer have to be found before .1 n
In a few words it is not possible to exMassachusetts Agricultural College Sun,
.1
amiliar football, suspense. certainly gave next game and all of the boys are try mg
plain fully why I am going ill vide. ion.
,
41011 was also admitted to mrni5I.
men
a realistic touch to the gathering. At one
Herbert Hoover in November. How their hand at it. It is hard to tell now
bership. and Director Bennett S Dougtime a cheering section earnestly implored :
IS ,11te ever. I will say that I am in
"I his )tat s cross SOUlltr)
agreement
A amius reporter recesitl) took his lite lass of the University of Vermont was
aho will do this work but as Louie Airol"We want a touchdown:" later various di is taking Mike Coltart's place at full- in his hands, and made a call upon Bahot ma with Smith—in the
of the best to represent Maine since 1916, with
is
Isouglass
Directow
chairman.
elected
groans were heard as Yale hit her stride
back it is possible that lie will do the pass- nanas IX. Ile found Bananas enthomed • unfortunately unable to attend this year's in which year Maine won the National twio leading issues of the campaign to date,
Little time was hot from the actual playing at least Illocklinger is still on hand in solitary splendor at Mrs. Jenkins'. Ile cotiference, and has asked Director Ellis I C 4 A run, in the nit)i!!ion of Mattaaer Prorhihition and Farm Relief. To this I
ing. thus much credit is due the Nianager
will add that I believe II. giver, from the
as a quarter, but he is to be %%corked in at is enthroned in solitary splendor, because to make necessary arrangements for the I lanky.
of the Bangor Western Union Office for
In New Hampshire Saturday at Ina standpoint of training and experience, is
cares to take the chance of haNing meeting and to have a temporary chairman
right halfback with Moran and LaPlante. Illo
hitt patient work in relaying from that although Moran
ham. !stanw is meeting a worthy ono better fitted for the presidency than is
will carry the brunt of a leg gnawed upon by the beloved mascot. appointed.
":on.
tient. There are two veterans on the New Smith.
the attack from this position.
The least noticeable of the hear's good
To the conference this year are coming Hampshire team, Dobbs and Callahan. Smith has approved the general
• seems a shame that more students did
principles
disposition.
sweet
his
is
qualities
Sonic of the line positions are still unalso Director Rice from the Boston Uni
As
it attend this fine representation.
turned in fast time in of the kleNary-lfaugen Bill but Hoover
celebrities, Bananas is some- versity Summer Session and Director both of whom
certain but the starting line up will proball
Like
the o ire to the Chapel was the only wire
has not. A thorough study of this bill
ably be the following. he. Black. It, Horne, what given to being temperamental. At Chase of Harvard The first session is hi meets last year.
toed by any group for the Maine-Yale Ig, Davis or Moyer. c,
New Ilampshire last year a.. it the has convinced me that the principles inZakarian. rg. Vail. the writer's cheery 'hello.' the sweet tem- he held on Friday afternoon at three
inotne, the expenses Were nearly double
et, 1.‘ rich or Crowell. re. Palmer.
pered animal made a grand rush, chasing o'clock. followed by a dinner at the Pen- freshman New England Interoillegiate volved are economically unsoutal
Use u%ual charge. It is planned to promote
The majority of the Demneratic voters
the retainer up a tree The correspon- obscot Valley Country. Club in the eve- Cross Country Run placing men in the
the Maine-New Hampshire game in the
Last sattirday morning a saluahle l'ht•ss dent's life was saved only by the quick ning. The concluding session will be whole first five positions. All these five are dry and contrary to Smith's wishes
same manner if the students will show dog
men have returned to college awl are no wet plank was placed in the party platlicloiartng to Winslow jh ales was shot action of Mrs. Jenkins. who came to his held on Saturday morning.
real support and interest. The Athletic
eligible to compete against Maine Satur- form. But Smith forced his wet views
and killed hy a farm-hand employed to aid with a determination worthy of the
Association of the University sponsors the Uni%ersity. According to the story of
(limn the throat of his party and pr..
The Student Government Association day.
hear itself.
these affairs which are aorthy of student the man who shot hint, the dog crawled
poses, in stifistance, to abolish the Eightfor
are
tickets
trip
meal
of
sale
reports
the
that
the
making
men
The Maine
:tater being rescued, the writer moved
t t ronage.
eenth Amendment and to make an effort,
thrtaigh a hole in du wire fence. AM I it tin a safe distance. where Mrs. Jenkins told Bananas IX has reached tht. total of $142. Capt. MacNaughton, Lindsay, Richardson.
if elected, to force his part and the (IMO tem- , This amount, while welcome, is not suffi- Brooks, Stinson. /lank and Cider accomThe freshman football team tackle' the Saturday morning. killed nine hens Pre- him the reason for the bear's wicked
I
try in to the liquor awl beer business.
for
bear
the
Manager
keep
to
desired
is
it
if
and
cient
panied by Coach Jenkins
\Are Dame eleven on Alumni Field Sat- viously. according to the same authority, per. It seems that after being captured.
stand with Mouser ill the continuance and
desiring
Those
time.
of
length
great
any
!lanky.
much
pretty
shift
to
left
was
urday morning at ho o'clock The 1932 the dog had killed 27 hens in one night. Bananas
of the Eighteenth Amendeach.
In the time trials held last Saturday the enforcement
for himself Ile was Of's er regularly fed. to purchase these tickets at 25 cents
boy, are going great guns at present and
Three %hots were fired into the dog before and when attptne did i•ome near him, it can obtain them from the representatke, incl. the new Piney Knoll course, the var- ment.
a hot game is expected. Notre Dame has
Hoover, frimi the standpoint of trainII sity cross country team showed every
as only to tease and torment the antmal. of the Association. There is one in en
'until playing a strong game thi5 year and it finally N 5 killed.
arid experience, it better fitted fo.
ing
teams
best
I
the
of
one
Mr. Jones was attending the Yale game ,%ccordingly, he came to have a deep- frat house and dorm. Bananas gets enough promise of having
Keliyoit's men will find it a stiff opporoof11,
114fd on rilf/f 1;011I)
Four)
Page
on
(('ousitosed
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• ent.
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Summer Session IIcads Freshman Seriously
Hall Damaged
Injured In Accident
By Early Morning Fire Confer Here I his IS eek
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Spirited Group Hears
I ale Game Over Wire

1

Maine Harriers Meet
N. II. Team at Durham

Bananas IX May Appear
At Saturday s (lame
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UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
I t.ixct.,L•
Published Thursdays during the college year by the students oi Association.•
Member of New England Intert”Ilegiate Newspaper

FACULTY
r

Editor. The (
Dear Sir:

STUDENT
Editor, Cattst.t.,,
Dear Editor:

Fraternities Name
Read 'Ent
Additional Pledges And
pledges taken into the fraternity
houses on the campus duting the past week
are as follows:
"Sonny" Sundstrom '32, North Her- '
wick. and Stetson Smith '31, Steuben. bt
Delta Tau Delta; f'airdon liaSes'32. Oxford, by Kappa Sigma; liana Williamu1 '32. Stratton. by Sigma Nu; Winston
Rubbins '32. Brewer, by Lambda Chi Alpha; Cornelius Sullivan '32. Bangor, by
Theta Chi; Ward Hendrickson '32, Waterville, Fred \Viers '32. Washburn and
Neil Landers '32, Boston, by Alpha Gamma Rho.; Neil Caldervvood '32, Vinalhat
en, by Phi Gamma Delta; Alan Frost '32.
Brunswick, Morton Flaherty '32. Hartford. Conn., Oresti Roanazzo '32. Rochester. N. 11., Donald Caulfield '31. Pawtucket. R. I., Leo Bettard '31, Lewiston, Theodore Schwarzman '31. Long Meadow.
Mass, Edward Greely '31. South Portland, and 1Villiam Murphy '31. Bangor by
Phi Kappa.
Nev

Weep

It is my ',pinion that by inteighing
I hate read with sinx:h interest the editorial comments and letters relating to the , against the personality of Alfred E. Smith
raising of funds for the completion of the De-an Stevens has laid himself open to the
mom.
Hen, R. Lopatm, '29 Memorial Gymnasium Armory. which just criticism of behavior unbecoming to a
kthictica Editor
1,1a ar.I I Grrrl). •3I
alnioiting IAitor
have appeared in the recent issues of The man of his educational opportunities.
Contributing Editors
It is true that he did not descend into
Campus.
Mary Mahoney. '39
JWorr en)
knob B 14,11,
the
muck of religious prejudice, but surea
satisfaction
to
of
S
a
mitirce
N. as Me,
is
alv,a
'29
It
Jackson,
M.
Eunice
Barbara Johi., •
Ness (Wren)
me to note constructive student criticisms quibbling about manners is not much betand suggestions. I am a firm believer in ter. In practice. people of all ages have
Assistant Editors
Robbins,
'29
Arlene
parodied the First Commandment to read
•
student cooperation, and feelsvery
l'ort,,
Ntlh
Norman A.
Nevis (Men I
lt,nald F. Marshall. 31
Athletics (Met.
of "Thou shalt have none other gods but
that many movements for the good
stronglv
our University should originate in that mine," and it would seem as if Dean Ste'taeportetrs
body. I also conclude from experience that ens' god is a narrow-minded Snob who is
'31
11,dhe)la
1.)on,
B
Barbara S. Hunt, '31
the failure of many good movements in very zealous of his rules of etiquette.
I myself am going to vote for Norman
Not years is probably due in a large part
Badness Desoartaisat
George M. Hargreaves. '31 to the neglect of the governing body of Thomas, presidential nominee of the SoCirculation Mgr.
knes '30
A,.t. Circulation Mgr. John A. Roberts. '31 the University- to ask for such cotmeration. cialist Party because I believe he stands
Alfred F. Howard, '30
Asst. Boone. Mgr
How low the mighty have fallen!
The students should realize. however, that for the sanest and most specific platform.
Manager; all other correspondence to
1928
Address all business correspondence to the Business
Its plan to nationalize natural resources,
certain
powers
and
Trustees
delegate
the
the Editor-in•Chief.
Orono. Maine
"Found at last! The only man 7
privileges to the President and that he can transportation, and banking and credit sysEntered as second-class matter at the post-office.
Printed at the University Press. Orono. Maine.
Junior
(lass who has never taken a
would
a
corruption
of
kms
obviate
such
such
responsibility
or
delenot
side
step
Subscription: $1.00 a Year
out walking along the Farm Road."R
gate it to others This does not mean, public opinion that has been perpetrated
however, that he should not seek advice by the National Electric Light Associationi
WHY HAVE A WHISTLE?
1929
from whatever source he deems wise, and and just recently disclosed by the Federal
"Well, why not!" as he waits pa..!
To be or not to be a "course crabber,"
his door is always open to any one who Trade Commission and would. coiupled
they are missed. comes in the Maine spirit.
with the nationalization of the distribut- that is the question; whether 'tis nobler in ly in the &dentine vestibule—yes, il
It is said that many things are not appreciated until
Certainly "Maine Spirit" can not be ing agencies, more effectively benefit the the mind to be such a human is for you ed several minutes for a co-ed; as
A good example of this the try has come to light this week.
house better exemplified than to have a student farmer than the "schemes" devised by the to choose. Many professors have looked ing to the niovies. or the library, or
IN
Met
.
the
at
whistle
blow
the
to
students
It is customary for
it vs-as---too late!
won again ; it is laxly conic forward ansl offer to assist major parties. Also its specific policies with disdain upon those of their students gun, or Old Town
* * •
after Varsity victories to tell the world that Niaine has
* *
for labor and unemployment contrast whoi thought it best to follow- such a
construction
of
a
monthe
alumni
in
the
steam
as
off
also customary for the class which wins the hag scrap to blow
Ni.. Olympic Night is not Maine NI of the nature of the finished .Meni- strongly with the Republican indifferenct course. From time to time the Cant/'us
ument
be used
by this means. Many of us had the idea that the shistle was to
orial Gymnasium Armory. I feel that to and the Democratic vagueness about will print the thoughts of the heads of —stay sober!
heating each individual student will nieet such these vital problems.
the
be
at
to
supposed
was
it
the various departments and their prolesin case of tire on the campus. also that
purpose • obligations as the students as a whole may
Accomplice is sought! Daring rob),
Moreover. if its demands for Federal sars on the subject.
plant when it was needed. We find that authorities differ on the
legislation to enforce the First AmendDiogenes, night watchman at the i
games; decide upon.
and
scraps
class
not
for
and
Dr.
A.
physics
tires
L.
of
the
for
Fitch.
head
is
say
it
-some
whistle-of the
versity of Maine, while going his nie'
I am thoroughly in sympathy with the ment to the Constitution guaranteeing free
others say it is not for fires but for class scraps and ganws ; while still suggested student drive and wish to offer speech, free press, and free assembly were department, eapresses himself as fol- rounds was relieved of the trusty bic
lows:
that
opinion
the
formed
others claim it is for all these purposes. We have
my services in any way in which they may ceded. then would there be perfect acaLast commencement Robert Scott dis- which has, been his pride this fall. Oslearned
demic freedom with the right to discuss cussed at length the attitude on this cam- to the damp weather conditions of a NI
it is for none of them, since it has been quiet all this fall. We have
be of use.
publicly such national policies as imperial- pus toward those students who show fall season Diogenes. after having I
that the s histle was recently taken off to protect the lives of the freshmen
Most sincerely,
ism and militarism.
scrap.
bag
the
after
possession
its
for
tight
would
enough interest in a course to ask ques- adtised by his doctor that he must •
who
sophomores
and
H. S. Boardman,
is
that
Maurice R. Wheeler '29 tions in class and call on the instructor up his position unless more favor
That is why there was no noise alter the Rhode Island victory ;
President
for help. These students, he said, may be health conditions be supplied, decided - •
tire.
why there was la whistle for the Alumni Hall
Editor of Campus,
classed
as course crabbers by the others. an easy way out of the difficult). wool.
We join with one University official in saying that a whistle is Editor. The Camtus
Dear Sir:
If
the
interest
is genuine and the student to walk sitting down. But last night •
I would like to take this opportwiity ti does not make himself a nuisance by ask- bicycle was stolen and at twelve &clot
needed for athletic victories, tires, and scraps. and suggest that some stu- I /ear Sir:
.\t 110 time during the several years comment upon the letter which was writing questions aside from the topic under was formal in a bath-tub on the
dent organization attempt to solve the problem by purchasing a new
.1
e kt,own University of Maine ten in last week's toutus concerning the
for
discussion his interest should be encour- floor of Balentine Hall, Maple I'erci
s histle for student activities. so that the present one may Ire used
Athletic Teams have I been pnaider than "Inconsistency of the book-store."
aged. It has been my observation that to) whom was entrusted the lives and ro
tires alone. Many traditional affairs are handled capably each yaw on the I was last Saturday at the Yale-Maine
It was only a short while ago that I there is not enough interest shown in most tation of all Balentine girls—Maple
f000tball game.
campus. Why couldn't the blowing of a whistle be so supervised also?
was in the store before the first class in
on door duty—is suspected. It is ho.
Every man played a great game, and the morning and three "know-it-all" stu- classes by the students. One would think that the case may develop into a real s
that
the
student's
main
business
was
to
not only did Maine men think so, but dents whit had evidently over-slept so that
sational triangle affair as Diogenes's
R.O.T.C. HOLIDAY PARADES
Mr. Stevens, the 'ale Coach said after they could not get to breakfast on time. keep out information rather than to take has been away for a vacation and he I.
it
in.
I
do
not
remember
that
I
have
ever
the game that Maine played the best pass- came to the store for their breakfast. And
had a student in a class that made him- self has been seen about Balentine h•
practically taboo at Maine we ing game he ever saw and in all the hest just because the electric toaster was not
ata .
Aida) criticism of tiw
self so obnoxious that he justly be called ming a few words of that old reit...
"But you'd look sweet upon the seat 0,
wish to express the opinion of a large number of students and faculty all-around first game Yale had ever had. on, and because the fresh supply of dough- a crabber.
lubbard. Harvard All-American play- nuts etc. had not come in there was a
bicycle built for two!"
members on the question of hi diday parades such as are held on Arm:slice
I
would
a
course
one
define
crabber
as
er said, "I have seen a wax] many foot- growl and the course of the conversation
hay and Memorial 1)ay.
who
as
a
child
in
the
grades
took
teacher
ball games. but Maine put up the best was much like this, "Have `yer' got any
The book store crew is doing !woo:.
an apple and thinks the same type of psyilie University calendar for 1928-29 includes the following lines. passing game I ever witnessed.toast; have 'yer' got any doughnuts; well
it pays to hit sore spots at titnes.
chology
applies
in
college.
Ile
forces
the
Thursday,
MemMcCoy. a Yale graduate and cioch of what have 'yes' got anyhow ?” And yet
"November 12. Annistice )ay. a holiday." and "May 30.
teacher's attention on himself by doing
orial Day, a holiday." True. these days are holidays, but not for the University of Maine football teams frotn if they had been served stale doughnuts
We were interested to watch di.. 1.:f.
191.11)-09.
came
around to see the team he there would have been a growl. too. Why something for teacher. It is the duty of
,who have to march thru the
. Snp110111111R
five hundred freshmen and
game and wished them gut xi luck toot expect the same kind of language ill each student to bring the teacher's atten- at the baby clinic the other day. Af• the
streets of Bangor,(Ad Town.and surriounding communities- just Iwcatese lie came again
tion to him by doing something for him- looking at and 'Kissing by all the 'ti after the game and said. reply?
self. Ile ought not to aim to he "teacher's in the room, she walked up to "Lou" ls,•
they are attending the state university and are at the disposal of interested "Boys. I am proud of y oou and o.1 the fact
\\lien I read his letter I took it toi heart. pet" but he ought to get out of each course ney and yelled gleefully, "Da-da, daala
bodies in these cities. Is it fair ? Sinould these live hundred men he com- that at one time I coached at Maine."
for I have worked in a store and SI) I I all he can.
da-da!"
pelled to stay in Orono while upperclassmen spend the holidays with
Also. all Maine men ought to know of Call sympathize with those clerks in the
The iacultt aelcome the students to
relatives or friends at their homes? It may he that the organizations the fine treatment Yale accorded iv. %hill' book-store. Also in my experience as a their offices. We
This is the big night for the profs. Th.
know it still be to their
tt hich call for the services of the R.O.T.C. do not realize the inconven- in Nest- I LiVell. Es erything was done clerk I have often found that the more interest to get acquainted with us in a President opens the doors of the "1,VIli!,
I•
1
•• ..
education one has the more of an tenor- more personal way than the class room House- and extends the glad hand. `ience which is caused bv their demands. Last ear IWI parades were to
Farrell. the assistant manager of football amous he is in regard to etiquette.
can attain. We want to help hut are often freshmen. only (Me kind of shaking is ,a
off
I.e held—on one flay it rained and on the other the parade V. as called
at Yale. was assigned to our team and (;oast business men do have their clerks
hindered by the student's fear of the scorn lowed here.
It
days
sere
'ladled
ts
of
facilities.
Yet
the
because of lack
transportation
stayed with us from the time we arrived St alt oil customers in the order of their of his fellows.
for the five hundred men s ho had to stay in(
in New Ilaven Frio lay nit'riling until we aerOal. but if people don't step up and ask
Do-I-Make-Myself-Clear-Draper no t
A. L. Fitch
We have inquired concerning the must've Day Parade this year. left Saturday night.
for what they want, why should they ex- • •
only warns his students against using 12AV.!
No doubt mammy. are asking "Is the game pect to get it? By stepping up anol ask
There sill be one. Without casting reflectit ins nisei Ow military departlish that is wrong, hut also seriously ci
vises them not to employ some that is I '7 7
ment. its valuable course, or the l'niversitv's tt Mingle-as to be patriotic. with a larger institution worth while. be- ing for a thing I mean when the clerk is
cause of possible injuries to. play cr. not waiting on annebody else. Then. to...
fectly O.K. With these two mild excel'
se frankly admit that we join with hundreds iii interested men in luoping
A stmts.) of former football players show some of these so-called 'customers' in the
dons, Dr. Draper's protegees are free I
that it still he the last.
that 98'.1 believe it good for the team. book-store are merely 'loafers' who stay
The Ainerican
!all of ('nicer- choose what the) wish.
and a game that will be remembered long- there an hour or so and then suddenly de sity ‘Vomen is a national organization.
• • • • * *
en than any State Series game Sure we ciele they want something just heforo hatinded for the purpose of doing any kind
R.O. The general was taken radio •
EDITORIAL REQUESTS
had two boys injured in the game, but class. expecting eteryone to step around of work beneficial to the public. Any sick at the banquet last night.
might not that happen in practice Look and cater to them just because the) hate graduate of an approved college or it'dT.C. 1'hat from?
Even' Week we receive requests from atudent• or faculty members around at the other college games last been
there a long time. Can anybody shuts oersity may be invited to join.
Oh, things in general, I suppose.
that editorials he sritten ow certain subjects. Some of these' requests are Saturdat —the casualties were mare than me the place of business which does not
a local branch of this association was
* • • • ••
run out of supplies, especially a place started in Orono four years ago. This Latest Associated Press Dispatch:
sensible ; the questit in inty dved is Ili interval too all, awl the perm in demand- we suffered in many cases.
B. C. Kent.
which has the business that the book-stare branch chose to establish a fund for un- Bailey has passed the blindfold test. ,
ing the service has investigated both sides. Many people think that an
has?
Athletics
Faculty
Manager
of
dergraduate girls needing money towards untarily admitting that Old Golds a.
editorial on a question will start action' on it. Sometimes it does. lbws-It seems to me that the writer expects their tuition at this institution. The qual- %Online a sniffle in a satchetfull.
ever, We cannot hope to settle caaes such as the font'wing one. upon which Editor of the Campus
▪
too much, lie wants all 'take' and no ifications for a loan consist of a fair deCampus
we have been requested to s rite an editorial.
give.' In order to cure him of his "me gree of scholarship and evidence of earnCapt. Vermette: Hey! You can't
hi
the
Caaerao
last
number
of
the
"For the past two weeks the dornatory men of the freshman football
comfortable thoughts" toward the book- !estness. The fund amounts at present to there—that's the major's office!
column four, the statement
two,
page
squad have been going without supper. To produce a winning team much
store. I would suggest that he work in a SAE, and loans to each student do not ex- "Trin" Harding : Then what hate th,
occurs that "Upon eicatnining results ..i
store for a short while and in this saa eyed $100 a year. There is no interest re- got "Private" over the entrance for?
time must be spent on the field. Some of the players have late classes
test,
Chemistry Aptitude and Training
and consequently practice lasts until dark. Mien the laia a come in to taken during the Freshman Week. it UaS get the "feelings on the other side of the (mired on the borrowed money during the
• • • • a •
I first graduate year. and only four per cent
-ea
supper all food has vanished. and they must go hungry until breakfast. found that not one Agricultural student counter.
The testimoto of all eight year mat
1 hope the anonymous uriter still take interest for the remaining years
"It has been my privilege and some
It is evident that the players slip mild at least get 3 meal for their work to passed these examinations ii. mars fell
The money for the fund has been canall
a
upon
himself to answer this article as I
times my misfortune to attend many co•
to three from Arts and Selene-es and four
say nothing of honors which should be accorded them."
Isy
tarious
methods.
Usually, a play is leges and intoersities '4 super-type.
trim Techtiologt The privileged rates should like very much to see how he takes
This is a sad state of affairs.
e have investigated the case and
eiven at the Town Hall. and a party is
who will be allowed to take ashamed this side of the story—from one ult.. has
jostled, and shot
held at the Countrt Club. Last•year the have been mauled. and
have found that no request has been made to Prof. Kent or others %abuse
and even stepped on by eager aaxi•-•
Chem sir% are as follows:- This state- had experience on "both sides of the
ui,t'nibers
dis
ideel into groups and earned crowds, all struggling. like myself, 1,
business it Is to look after such conditions.
e Ivoimmentl that the hull- ment was incorrect and when this depart- C 'unto%
gry men get in touch with Prof. Kent at once.
Sincerely yours.
, mein was asked for the names of the ate
a college education. People are always ! •
The officers far this college year are thy
highest students in the Training (placeliana to gape at an enthusiastic knowledge
We welcome suggestions for sensible editorials.
A Senior Co-ed
talloaing : President. :qrs. A. .M. Turner ; seeker. People seem to
ment 1 tests, and the college they were ennotice me. N
i Name withheld by request I \•ice-president. Miss Marion Buzzell:
matter where I go. I am watched at
rolled in, the names of set-en students
secretary
and Treasurer. Mrs R. B. whenever I say anything people go in
RISKY BUSINESS
with grades of 80% or over were given
Levinson.
gales of laughter. It's great to he Mu'
The Traitiitmg or Placement test, as for
Among those people new- to the Maille
Among the dangerous habits %%loch mans Nlaine students acquire is seteral years, is intended to furnish in- campus this tear are two 'if the matrons, The United States :Marine Band is to he ciated. I hate a little brother who is g•
that of walking on t ',liege Avenue at night, not on the sidewalk. but on ' 'formation by which we can select students Mrs. Laura G. Polder of Haverhill. Mass, in !langur Friday, October 19. The stu- ing to be just like me lie is fatly thirtet
the road. \Ve us ish to sant freshmen s ho are hug familiar with the probably qualified for wham-ell work. In assistant matron at lialentine Hall and dents of the University of Maine will and he goes to kindergarten every da
, this group we select about eighty fresh- Mrs Marion W. Perkins af Kennetnink have an opportunity to hear the Presi- mar."
hazards connected with this practice that eadi year a
serious accident is men, including some from all three col- Beach. Maine. matran at the mt. Vernon dent's own
band at 3.30 Friday, October
caused by similar negligence. The sidesalk is for pedesariatis,
and their leges. \Ye never consider, in this test. House
The story is told o.f the new freshma
19, for the small sum of fifty cents. The
lives are !Mort. secure there. Every one knott s that it is
.‘n interesting coincidence is the fact hand comes t m Bangor under the auspice, class president who, whorl handed a pai
practicalls im- the question of passing or failing
possible for the driver i if an autimuiloile to see a permni walking
As to the Aptitude tests, we make use that both of these %amen hate graduated of he Bangor Kiwanis Club. Two con- of new football shoes. measured them t
on the
of the information obtained in checking from Maine. Mrs. Pedder in 1928 and certs will be given, one in the afternoon his ft-et and then cried out in wild excite
side of the road when another car is approaching.
up results with the class work during Mrs. Perkins in 1905. Mrs. redder was and one in the evening. For the evening tones, "My God, they fit!"
It is cheaper to play safe.
' Freshman year.
also graduated from the Bangor Theolog- program the regular $200 tickets tnay be
The athletic association is now waitin
_
Trusting that you will publish thi• ical Seminary in 192t, She is now- a grad- exchanged ((r the reserved tickets at the for Barnum and Bailey's Circus to go tilt
THE MAINE-YALE GAME
statement in order that the first impres uate scholar in English here at Mains Andrews Music Store in Bangor during so it can buy him a pair of pants.
'ion mat he corrected. I remain
• • • • • •
Mrs. Perkins was a member of the Alpha the seek of October 15. Tickets may he ,
I micron Pi sorority and has a "Maine" obtained for either concert at the office ' No heroes were made at the Muni'
Yours very truly.
Maine is proud of the showing its ft,
,,tball team made against Yale
C. A. Brautlecht
daughter. Miss Olive Perkins '31, who is of L. J. Pollard. Director of the Univer- Hall Fire, according to administrative dis
last attirdav. "The experience received should prove
valuable later.
Ilead. Dept of I. lit meaty also a member of A0U.
sity Extension Division.
patches.
Editor•imaief

t.eorge F. Mahoney. '39
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Junior Girls Defeat Sophomores
Several Changes Made
Hoover and Smith Scored Harvard On Maine
In Hockey
in Faculty Committees Playing the tirst interclass hockey game
Dehatio, Schedule
14 Dean Chase in Chapel
of the season Friday afternoon the cke,
..••••••••

1928,

Hersch.,1 1. Bricker oi the DepartOn May 14,
the University Fachase, deanoi the graOn.,:v
was the speaker at the regular ment of Public Speaking and Edward ulty adopted the following recommenda: :lay morning chapel. He prefaced 1 Stern '3o, manager of debating. are nego- tions:
about the graduate school by a ,I tiating with several leading institutions .First, that the Committees on Non-einarks on the deficiency of the two for the purpose of establishing the schist- Athletic Activities and on Point System
1,:al candidates for president in Eng- ule of debates for this year. Bates. Ver- be replaced by a single Committee on Eligsay ing that Mr. Smith's English re- mont, Bucknell, and Harvard are among ibility, to take over the functions of the
-- led hint of a backwoods road: it led the colleges that have been added to the two Committees, with the following ex,,hewhere but the going was awfully list of former years in the attempt to ceptions:
connection with
(a) The organization of new activities
- :nab ; and that Mr. Hoover's acceptance complete the schedule. In
och would have passed criticism as a this work an innovation has been intro- is to be referred to the Committee on Adesliman theme if he hadn't been expellist duced by Mr. Bricker in the establish- ministration for approval.
ment of a topic clearing house for the se(hi The • supervision of finances and
,r outside help. He advised all his
.rs to become better acquainted with : lecti‘at of a suitable debate question. A appointment of faculty financial advisers
• excellent department of English here questionnaire has been sent to colleges re- shall be in the hands of the Committee on
garding the issues for debate—and from Auditing.
•. the campus.
returns with the indicated choices will
the
trained
Second, that nominations of students for
In the graduate division one is
be selected the topic.
offices in any student extra-curricular acr research just as in engineering one
.Another plan under consideration will tivity shall not be valid until approved by
- trained for a -profession." Dean ('base
participation of prontment the Chairman of the Eligibility Commit- ,t,I. "It is remarkable how rapid the de- consist of the
•
•!,ipment of the graduate school has been.: state administrative officials, faculty mein- tee.
Chase went on to explain that when hers, and students in joint debates. It is
Third, that no election of officers or
%%as a graduate fellow at Harvard. hoped that the interest already manifested representatives in any branch of student
-vitiate schools were in their infancy by a large group will be made even greater extra-curricular activities shall be valid
of working out
: the library there containing three hun- by a larger group desirous
until a list of such officers or representa.1 books was considered the largest on for the varsity teams and those participat- tives is filed with the Chairman of the
Western Hemisphere. Now the Ii- ing in local debates.
Eligibility Committee, and approved by
.:v at Harvard contains millions of
him.
and still is not the largest in the
Fourth, that any student who fails to
New
!!.try. "To have good graduate schools
comply with eligibility regulations shall
re must be good libraries," Dean Chase
be declared ineligible for the remainder of
-•ated. "In former times it was necesthe college year.
•ery to go abroad to complete one's editThree new members have been added to
Fifth, that no student, male or female,
rot where there were.good libraries and the committee for the new song book ap- shall represent the University of Maine
I established schools but it is not met's- pointed at the last assembly of the Alum- ! in any activity without the approval of
-.try any longer and the foreign countries ni Council. The new members are Dean the Committee on Eligibility.
,,,gnize that we are leading them io Achsa Bean. Carlisle Mutty '29 and
The above ruling is not intended in any
; George Rose '29. The original comtnittee
Iny important lines of study."
way to hamper or interfere with students
l'hen Dean Chase explained about the consisted of Director of Music Adelbert ! in their extra-curricular activities. It
71hal of graduate study. For one year's W. Sprague. chairman, Harold M. Ellis will, however, function to strengthen the
rk the Master of Arts degree is re- '08, J. A. Gannett '08 and C. E. Crossland extra-curricular activities by limiting the
. , !t ed and for three years and up the de- '17.
number of offices any one student may
For some time both undergraduates and hold at one time. The result will he that
gree of Doctor. At present there are
merest from one end of this campus to alumni have been demanding a new song the offices of the extra-curricular activities
other eighty graduate students, which book but, for financial reasons, this has will be divided among a greater number
a greater number than there were reg- not yet been produced. Now, backed fi- of students, thus placing responsibility on
:stert,l in the Arts college not so long nancially by the University Book Store. many more students than ever before. The
"Fla. University of Maine M.A. de- the above committee has been appointed to personnel of the new Committee on Elig•
i- recognized in such big univer- assemble a set of popular Maine songs. ibility is as follows: Dean Bean, James A.
- s s Cornell, Columbia, Harvard. The old song book, published many years Gannett, B C. Kent, I.. J. Pollard. Chair• and Michigan," said Dean Chase ago. contains many songs no longer heard, man.
"and my advice is that students while some of today's favorites are not
..er the school here before looking . included. Students and alumni are urged
, re, if they are trying to decide up- to send contributions of verse or music to
!,,Inate 4chool for further study." the committee. Maine needs a new song
book and there is no better way of showing loyalty to the University than by helpIn a fast game oit the Women's Athletic
ing produce this book.
Field last Saturday morning. the Juni.,1
Girls defeated the Sophomores by the
Last Saturday afternoon. the Mt. Verscore of 3-0.
,r. John W. Draper of the Department . non girls gave a tea in honor of their new
In spite of the fact that the Junior team
knglish has returned to the University j matron, Mrs. Marion Perkins. Mrs. Per- is practically composed of members of the
.,:ter a sear in Evolve during which time kins is a Maine Alumna, having graduated Varsity team. the Sophs put up a good
Le wrote one book, conmiled a bibliog- in the class of 1905. She is a member of struggle. The game was hard fought,
raphy. and edited a third book. Of these the A011 sorority and is much interested and was interesting to the spectators on
The Funeral Elegy and the Rise of Eng- in the affairs of the campus. Mrs. Board- the side lines. Amid the cheers, the last'
lish Romanticism" will he published in man, the Deans' wives, the women mem- year Freshman team swept the ball up the
New York in January. Dr. Draper edbers of the faculty, and the matrons were field in attempts to place it in the oppoited "A Century of Brodside Elegies"—
nents' goal. However, they met with rean ninety English and ten Scotch broad- invited.
peated failures.
•
sides illustrating the biography and manThe Junior team, although composed of
The
next
trip
of
the
Outing
Club
will
be
'!ers of the seventeenth century.
to the cabin at Chemo, the week-end of the hut ten members. showed good team work.
The publishers make the following note:
New Hampshire game. All who have The forward line, all Varsity members,
l'he present volume reproduces in facplayed in perfect formation.
paid their dues can make the trip free.
-mule one hundred English and Scottish
Those last year's Freshmen who are
:Imeral elegies, illustrating the biographyIt used to be that two was compete% candidates for the Varsity Squad are of
:lel manners of the 17th century and
and three a crowd. Nowadays two is promising material. The Varsity Team
hith an introduction and notes. The
company and three is a witness.
will be strengthened by their addition.
'.nnals survive for the most part in
me copies, scattered throughout a doz
libraries; and no systematic anthob
pre%- iously been attempted. In nit
SELL CHRISTMAS CARDS
1:restnt collection, all degrees of Cavalier
diegyric and of Puritan lament appear ;
Here is your chance to earn big money in spare time. No experience
, re are elegies on men, women, and
necessary selling newest thing in personalized Christmas cards. Available
, ddren. on royalty and nobility, on the
for the first time. Assortment of 20 different designed cards all steel die
dessions, on poets, and actors such a•
engraved with choice of greeting and name plateless engraved to match. Box
\ eland and Davenant. on tradesmen.
of 20 cards retails for $225 of which 75* is yours. Easy' to sell from our
c1,1
notorious prostitutes and crimibeautiful selling display furnished free. 1'rite today
The special types of elegy are also
PERSONAL STATIONERY CORP. OF N. Y.
presented: the military eulogy; the imDept. C26
503 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW Yogic CITY
pr .s ing lines written by the righteous
just before their death, the satiric elegy.
ind the elegaic parody; and something is
shown of the relation of the elegy to the
•
lallad. to the hymn, and to the pensive
RECOMMENDED BY
:yric. Several of the persons elegised are
,,f special American interest: the Puritan
HIE ENGLISH DEPARTMEN'l
loiters, whose grandson became President
IIE THE
• Harvard College. Pym and Lord
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
who were planters of Rhode Is
al. and Lord Shaftesbury. who was tole
, 1 the proprietors of Carolina. Broad.
: de iconography is amply illustrated—
realistic pictures, mortuary symbols, por•raits f the deceased. mourning margins
The Best Ahric';
i ed Dictionary—Based upon
eipl sea. f solid black."

Junior Girls Take Over
ophs in Hockey Game

Dr. Draper Writes New
Book While Abroad

WEBSTER'S
COLLEGIATE

lie Freshman cross country team got
' , a flying start on their schedule
ti they defeated the Deering 1 I igh •
school cross country team here last Satinlay 20 to 35. Coach Jenkins was well
T.1eaved with the showing and looks for..kard to a strong team.
The men finished in this order:
Gunning '31, Time. 13:44; 2. Austin
3. Dekin '32; 4. Davis D; 5, Libby I);
. Walker '31;7, Turley D;8, Fuller '32.
Reynold, Capt. 0; 10, Irving 0; II
Rose 1); 12, Percival '32; 13, Mayo '32
14, Allen II
Several of the best runners on the ."
s'itiad are ineligible, but are working out
lady so as to be fit if they are reinstated
I hese men are Lowell, Rubin, Pelletier
Bicknell, Overlock. Bates. Booth and Sir
The next meet is Tuesday, Oct. 16, here
at Orono, against Brewer High.

WE3STER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL
A Time Saver in Study E'ours. Those questions about words.

81ATION ERY

'lhe
Uniz'ersity Lunch

G. & C. MERRIAM CO.
Springfield, Masa.

PAINTS
WALL PAPER.)
6
CUTLERY J
33min St.— Orono

HEADQUARTERS__
PARTY GOODS
33M111 St.— Orono

DANCE PROGRAMS

BACON PRINTING COMPANY
l'roducers of Fine
IIIANIANL

MALLORY

Ladies and (ions Rest Rooms

HATS, MANHATTAN SHIRTS, LOTUS SHOES
Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes
.1 c all made id the "atfltN$ etyry day

Ben Sklar

BA \LOB

)LD

lots \

scum

4%.

The laryest
quality pencil

STRAND BEAUTY SHOP

in the world

MaajostE

i:E
:mAUTY CULTURE
Tel. 95
Bt:

LESLEY

E.

KING

17
black
degree

Superlative ill quality,
the w•crld-famous

3

ENUS
PENCI1S

V

When you buy life insurance you are seeking
PROTECTION
High Grade Protection can not be bought at low premium

Buy
a
dozen

rates

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

give best service and
longest wear.

ItEPIRESESTED BY

R. llussEv,'12
Bangor, Maine

Plain ends, pet dm.
$1.00
Rubber ends, per dot.
1.20
e4t an dealers
American 1 cad Pencil Co.
220 Fifth Ave., N.Y.

Patronize Our Advertisers

... with their feet on the ground

M

See It ef Your College Rook•tore or
for informatton to She Pubhstsers.

OPORTING GOODC.)

GLASS WARE
Neve(tief — Ott

1,Vhen you c'title' to Bangiir. come in
amd see us We w ill a•sure you

Real Home Cooking
and
Fine Atmosphere at
Reasonable Prices

1-IARDWARE
PLUMBING

Qreetinc,CarO

EN of vision,yes. But don't overlook the fact that those old Roman
builders
road
and empire builders kept
their feet firmly fixed on the ground.
They faced the facts squarely. They
%vete demons for detail. They were the
world's first great organizers.
Pioneering in the telephone industry
is like that. It is a work of vision and of

people, places, thr.t wiz* co frequent.:y in your reading, writing, study, and speech. arc:answered instantly in this store of
ready information. New words like dactylogram, electrobus, Ifechette; names such as
Cab-en, Hoover,Smuts; new Gazetteer entries such as Latvia, Vimy, Monte AdaOver 106.060 words; 1.700 illustrations; 1,256 pages;printed on Bible Paper.

leadership into new fields. But hack of
it all must be the ability to organize men,
money, material and machines.
The telephone executive must coordinate his machine before he can run it.
He must understand the possibilities in
his organization before he can lead it.
That done, his opportunity is empirewide, vision-broad and ambition -deep.

BELL SYSTEM

•
Special for this week
Students' Study Lamp and Bridge Lamp
Fancy Sofa Cushions
All colors $.89

PARK'S VARIEly FRED C.PARK

Amt

Members Added To
Song Book Committee

"In.

at the Altitui
miniorathe di'

of 7.9 defeated the freshmen with a svs.rv
of two to one.
The freshman team is a well organized
fighting unit and ,the seniors had to work !
hard to defeat them.
The line-up:
SENIORS
FRESHMEN
Kneeland.
.
Bryenton. ri.
ri.
Robinson. cf .
. cf. Churchill
Callaghan, li.
lw, Ross
Webster, rh
rh. Montgomery
Ashworth, ch.
ch, Buret!:
Mahoney, lb
lit. Thomas
Collins, rb
rh. McCready
Bartlett,
lb. Soule
Marvin, goal
Burke
Goals : Freshmen.(.hurchill (1
4)71;
Robinson ill, Callaghan (1).

tof aostrio-widt limn of i8,5 oo.00n tvir-c,nore,rtirg

$294 each

W. A. MOSHER CO. Orono, Maine
“OUR

PIONEERING

WORK

HAS

JUST

BEGUN"

THEINAINE CAMPUS
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, contain several statements issued by the
senate that will be of vital interest ti
every member of the student body.

Six Men Appomted to
Women Debaters hold
Frosh Girls Tendered
R
Interesting Meeting
Razoo By 1931 Eagles

esearch Committee

Adventurous Groups
Students and Faculty
Discuss Religion Journey To New Haven

large number attended d steak party
President If S. Boardman has dl4ts.111:
on Standpipe Hill by the kitting
held
of
class
the
of
ed the following int-milers
Saturday
last
'Club
1930 to the Undergraduate Research Corn:
mittee
.4.1 from Page ()in'ft
,.! m44
George Ankeles, Lawrence
Commence Annual
Will
M.C.A.
Charles M. Getchell, Winslow Jones, liar
Monday
Drive
Wiltion.
B.
Reginald
ry R. Slayers,
4 The members appointed last year front and the: tiartial naintenance of the two
the class ni 1929 hold over for this sear. secretaries
.ktikeles is prominent in debating circle..
Last year the Budget ommittee w as
and is a reporter on the Campus.
greeted with only a fifty per cent re-turn
by is prominent in agricultural clubs at Accordingly a large enit in the program
the University. I ;etChell is well
was necessary. The Mt..A. stands on thy
1..r his dramatic wnrk. Jones is a hurdler campus to foster and promote religious
the life among the students; it is hoped that
on the track team. Masers is one
high-ranking men in his class. and Wit the students will reply this fall with a
son is c.aniected with the- MC A.
substantial atm amt to insure the carrying
atm
such motives.

Amid jeers, catcalls, hoots, and an.,
The Studemt-Eaculty convention held at
Lucerne in -Maine I ktober C. and 7 was a sional lusty cheer irnm envious frat,..
gathering where fret interchange of ideas brothers, several adventurous group, took place between (acuity and students. the campus Thursday and Friday in .;7.
Perhaps for the first time in the history I of the great unknown—Yale. in F. :
of the 1.)thersity of Maine a group of Flivvers and Lizzies. each in
¶ hunt persnus---faculty awl students, tacit proud state of antiquity and
It proved to he the 'seasc.anni.ai griinnils and thins -ness.
ease rise to an attitude which, if this greatest racket' from start to finish,
jne party got as far as Bangor. w1,77..
school is to grow and realize its true putI .e. must be inculcated in the minds of their buggy refused to budge am. r
tive it Up?" the.s repeated
the whole student body; tha't is, all atti- itich,
tude 7.1 mutual understanding. apprecia- on your Life Buoy," chirped thy
tion, and sympathy- between college men a taxi spun them onward nO mil,•
cc here' the family's old beach wagon ,
and women and their instructors.
was then called. In answer each girl was
The group had as its leader Henry f' Is ah cntifiscated and ct.nunandeered t
requested to repeat the phrase. -I am
Van Dusen..‘ssociate Professor ni Syste- the rest of the trip. Another butte'
fresh."
Theology at Union Theological galumpers got to Worcester where r.
matic
the Maples'
Alter this per,,
Seminary-, a graduate ni Princeton Uni- were procurable but finances were
girls were led back to bed in grnups 01
Continued from Page Ore)
-, No," they st,
versity and Unita] Thet.h.gical Seminary 'Illwarted? "II
threes. It was explained to them that the
cc ho has thaw graduate work at the Uni- kick as they piled into a haymow-, d,
Pulitzer Prize Play Selected by
versity of Edinbor..ugh. Mr. Van Dun'''. the bleats and blats and neighs fruit:
Masque
rani. was entirely in a friendly spirit.
wht. is particularly adapted to lead such 'regulars' below.
first reg- ing with Prof. Bailey.
their
held
Senate
Student
The
a group because if his connection with the
The student istv't Association is to
Others. the more aristocratic, stat.
rCont,na.-o' jr. m, Page One,
eveTuesday
ular meeting of this year on
The play is on reserve at the Library.
student division of the national Y.NI.C.A.. chapter linuses around Boston, whil,
hold a dance in Alumni Hall .41 Friday. Professor Willard Favors Smith
ning. A prngressive report on the con- It is required that all candidate's read the.
and his interest in student iii..s
don-dandy of them all, eased himself
(let 2.'o, thy night before thy Bates game
For President; Ellis Undecided stitution was rendered by Philip Marsh play before their tryouts.
throughout the country, analyzed the sit- the 'anal spaciousness of the Stan..
constitutional committee. Robert
calls for six %unto' and five
cast
The
the
for
the presidency than is Smith. Ile has
uatinn in colleges as he sees it nalay :
bag and baggage—yes, his toothbrush.
Chandler, Phil Marsh. and Milttai Kent men.
had a wide traiiiiiig iii l.ii.itle•S It 411 pri
"There are tw.. trends in cuntentimrary
committee
"What a racket." yelled another 1..
executiee
the
we're' elected to
sate and public. Ile has also had ample
stirdent thought. The first is a steadily, as two blowouts greeted them. •'s.
CO0.111101 let.111 %lye .11Ie
N ith PrebidtAll
serve in OM jUnet
oppnrtimity to get acquainted with na- X .1.1"Ndi R..bey. and liar. Id Payson, sec
Bananas IX to Appear at Satur- growing interest in religion; and the sec enuf, them thar %%heels are all ti
imd is a steadily growing indifference to
day's Game
tional and world affairs, and has alnay , roan. Thy editor.in-chief of the 61111 sighed one of the sleepy dead-weigh:
c,41sentional inrms advanced by the..lnthe hack seat, a, his swearing mates I
was made an ex-taw-in member Of f he ronted distrust of all humans. Since bebeen succe•stul in Ins undertakings. Smith
giatts of the: past. The. all important quesing brought to the University. he has im- ti ii is 'flow can I live the Ix-.t life on the ed him out to 'jack her up.'
has had experience in both private senate— the group voting unanimously.
•
I.;
6.
I.!
I
Saturday,
The game—and cc hat glory to be •
• Friday,
Miltnn Kent, treasurer of the Bear prined somewhat. but Mrs. Jenkins be- campus?' This interest in religion does
mid public business. But his schooling
a team like Maine! Mayl..
hacking
Tlw $2301M,0011 Production
tame
apprimil lieves that he will never be very
not have a purely emotional basis but it i•
any politics and hinal rep.rted that a total
was in New Ytirk Ta
Eli's didn't respect us uherever we
"UNCLE TONI'S CABIN"
vein)
experience
writer's
the
Strangely,
Ins duties have never taken him beyond manly $75 had been collected to date. A Bananas forces him to believe that this the result of a wish on the part of colle.ge with their 'competitors' (ass matey.:
men and %%Innen to interpret life I au iii Ab.nday. I hcli,ber
running here and there with their I
the state of New York. Ilis training, his detailed report concerning the fund will is only ton true.
tellectual aspect 1, as well as their desire
"ANIERICAN BEAUTY"
is
Pierce
Mr.
Cadillacs to do as we beckoned.
experience. and his narrowed sicwpoint tie made in the near future
Itathat
added
Jenkins
Mrs.
Oh. yes.
for all aesthetic experience. Religi.ai is
with Itillie Dove and Ii,nil
The c.'ups veva. good. so good that •
d„ not make him the logical man for the the aditimistratiee official in charge "i lianas will be on hand for the Ciam. Ag- something which he has liccupied the best
let one party off on a count of six char,
somenne
if
aitermain
Saturday
game
Tiwnhey, 4 hnober
gie
fund.
tin:
thought of the greatest thinkers of manpresidenc).
when they found out that one of the
"THE !AST WALTZ"
Th.. next edition t.1 the tatnnue will will onne doyen Friday night and start kind. Man is fundamentally religion.. lows knew the chief of Portland. (
John II. Ashworth
timing him toward Alumni Field,
Concerning the things that are worth
)%%. your 7
Pay y. bny s, it pays tl
NVOInc`da)• 4 kl 17
while. i
the forces which control the
police force.
()my
from
.,mtinued
Page
,(
a
with
"Ii.‘117Y MINE"
development of a human being in preparThe campus was fine, the town
Maine Harriers Meet N. H. Team ing him it. find his place in the weirld—
Karl Dane and Citsirge K.
TROUSERS! TROUSERS!
TROUSERS!
great—especially: the visiting girls, an. •
at Durham Saturday
c..twerning these things there is no such
Thursday, hi 18
bowl %ea, huge. why, it was even
Yes! We have some Trousers!
in the history of the school. This trial, thing as intellectual neutrality."
to be equipped with a plug in the bo:.
"NO OTHER 1Ve
Talking
Univerover problems at the
coupled with that held a week previnus,
Long ones — Short ones
to drain it off.
with Dolores Del Rio
determined the: selectitai ni the men to sity of Maine the gn.up concluded that
Plain ones — Fancy ones
Some of the Slainiacs got complin
compete against New Hampshire in the two things in particular are preventing tar)' tickets, some went in as ass nu.
trousers!
of
kinds
All
fore. t
meet to be held at Durham this Saturday'. the men and nonten of this %a.m.] fr.tni gers. parelon.—ctanpetitors, others
And all prices too!
( let. 13. The men finished in this order. realizing the best educational advantages the One-ened Connelly stunt, failed.
$3.95, $4.50, $5.00, $5.50, $6.00 and up
1, 'fie. Lindsay, Richardson. Time. -namely, cribbing and campus politics.
saw the game just the same. and that
CI On lessi4in on the
Cribbing is an
2534; 3, NlacNaughton; 4, Tie, Brooks.
tain select few, of course dragged in
Sport Coats and
Clothing
Stores at
Slank; 7, Cater; 8, Chandler ; n. part oi a student either that he is unable. New Yurk girls. They would.
Hose
Gordon
Haberdashery
Old Town
to organize his subject or that he is menSlain st.
No sleep, no money, but what a gleir,
Stanley; 10. Ramsdell; IL Draper ; 12.
For Girls
tally unable to absorb the nuaterial. At it,
Footwear
Orono
time galayanting down t.) Yale and 1.
Thurstini; 13, Nason,
FRUIT, CONEE( TIONEI:\
best, cribbing is a high schonl stunt. MenBull Dog for Yale!
tlw tal dish...nest) is not 011e of the 11111114S lir- Whooppee—A
C...ech Jenkins in cnnimenting
%NI) SMOKES
•
I
on
capable
a
intwhich
individual
depends
There will he all iMpg.rtant meetine
time turned lit by Lindsay and RichardIce Cream and Punch for
son said that it was fies en..ugh to win advancement, it was agreed at the 4.71 ier - l'hi Sigma Tuesday evening (Oct. 1..
Banquets
7:3(4 P.M. in 11 Coburn. Dr. Young
ence.
1(4-,t meet, the highest hirrir in thethe
\I v
WHOLESALE & RETAIL
politics min- be the basis of shtiw st.1111C moving pictures.
("amine,
- ross country field.
S
false valuatintis. To-day, ill thy majority
their
if ct.ile...n-s and unisersities one finds that
meeting of the- year last l'riday it) campus politics are. disappearing. This is
M.C..t. building. Action vein start •
prol ably due t.. the. fact that students are
Cr.ming more itipli s'dualistic. The lin
1,,irt::itt thing in -hi..1 t. alat is is..t to sec ing and co.)peratiiiii::
how tilati orgailiZations one call make, or
But the solution ..f the last probluth
how- neatly presidencies
can snatch off. tit .t Willi' Unlit the idea ..COUrSe-Cri.di
The back-slapper type is fast disappearing. is 011qed. "Course-crabber" seems t.
One Ili. longer hears of the old scht...1 an epithet heard
at the Universit.
spirit that als everything and every
Maine, Ti, rice a sociology analy si•
c..tmected mini any other instittition the at
which has g is vil rise to
than one's own. Externalities arc it,. long - term might ma be c..tiiplimentary to
gi veil an over valuation. The student student
\ general conclusion is
today goes t.. school to deeelop
Mtn- ''t-.1.111-se crabber" is a term used by I!,
,ulna! Cale:Lettit's V1 1111 tile aim in view
lower intelligenue
die
that he may he Dseittl tt. s.Kitt
•upertor nient.,! mtti,aliit 4'..mmtitt
Three. other questions were. discussed: tells Ds that the person who desires
I 'c', hintcan be I MC in the Freshman sersation and mental stimulation from
year t.. diniiniiite mental and em..tional ..'eler and wiser than he is not a "cnie
am well over
t-oil fusion and disillusionment in the crabber" lint an unusually wise ititlis ii'
could sec no reason why I
soph.1n11.re sear ?
Ti say that a religi.ai,..ttitude will. ,
2. I lose can the religious ideas 41- all ill, nould not necessarily lie to •1
four leadtaincilhisthe c' 'liege student
while at the truth. Iliiviever. religi.ai at its
ing cigarettes I kept this 'box
school be carried over
influence his always casts a:I ni life in newer and 1IA 4,1-k in the norld, i.e.. his career, pr. jeser perspective: it takes nrdinary ex.
score' on the results:
•ion. etc.?
ences of life and sit' ns them a newer
3. What can be dome to relieve the ten- higher meaning : it enables one to see
•inn het wren faculty and student,. i.e
problems in relation te. a greater prin.
establish a feeling of mutual understand- the Order of the Universe.
. this one
Last Monday night the Stmli.miore
Eagks sponsored a gal.., for the fresh
man girls of Bale:nine and the Maples
The huskiest "Eagles" were delegated
to bring the girls from the Maples d..un
to Balentine. Paddles were used ti assist
in this work It) Balentine gym benches
had been placed upai which the ireshmei
were told to sit. The President of the
Fagles then addressed the sleepy girls
she exhorted them to Ill.,w faithfully
for
the rules of the Ilimse. An apilogy
past deficiencies was demanded The roll

The Women's Deliating t ouncil oi the
niverssty of Manx began the seawm by
a roll call meeting to which all interested
in the subject of debating were invited
Miss Doris Beasley, last year's manager,
addressed the group. She emphasized the
fact that regular attendance at the weekly
meetings is an essential part of menthe-1'411p in the ciri. Mr. Bricker. the coach
for this year, was then introduced, lie
made clear the purpose of the Game
and annemmetal the questitan. under consideration fur use in this year's debating
They are as follows: The Parliamentary
System, Jury System. Direct Primary.
Curtis Reed Education Bill. Marriage an I
Divorce law. Free Trade, National
Control, St Lawrence Waterway.
The Debating Council would like
have as many girls as possible come nu.
fur this antis ity. The meetings take
place every Mondav in Art, & Sciences.
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hits a homer for Babe Ruth

in Blindfold cigarette test
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21... so
I
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No.2
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THE STUDENTS STORE
FOR DRUGS

University Pharmacy
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Why do they choose OLD GOLD
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